
/16/72 
Dear Larry, 

appreciate your last night's call on what you man found at ereomer' s ilaven. It is as farout as anything can be. as you eay have understood, one of the foci of ay work has been the ,eati. Its complete unprofeseionalisa in this case is an eye-an. hind-grabber. AS of course, is Bremmer' s unerofes 

Before getting into that, for which I also want to sake my own record of s-typicality, let me note for you that if this ie the sane man identified by a sharp-eyed 4TOP-TV employee in footage they took earlier at Wheaton, this assassin ie the one eith smiles. he was absolutely beaming in this footage, axle whether in elation over Wallace or anticipation of what he Aliened (and why not then anti there?) I'll leave to the inevitable shrinkery. Your man must have got ten there relatively late, or you were late learning and phoning, yet so mach was there? When it was a crime to harm any federal of icer awe the police were first to know Bremmer'e ident? You suspected your coapetetion had beat you, but we now know that a WIaa crew was there when it was still daylight, needing no lights, are it was a crew, from the footage, unhurried enough to mount anti use tripods inside sale out. From recoeiection, aside fvon tee interviews, and with a sound-track quoting the as latent manager of the bldg as saying that the lea late aireauy been there, the shots showed the gun manuals (looked like things like "Ammo", standard works of that size) in the far left corner of a small table, the box of bullets in its foreground, with two removed and on display for the camera, ane so many other things the Fe1 shoals an: ordinarily would have siezed, one must sondes. 'sseecially at the contrats. They not only seize everything in sight, they take what the local cops h, eve. as much as-they can get. if they left anything in aemphis, it was a single pair of shorts. Ween the Dallas cops held back a single rifle shell, they snatches that at 2 a.m. In neither of teose canes was there federal jurisdiction, Co when they finally nave one, they take only what would be prejudicial to their later announcement, that eremmer sac ieft-eing ties OV2 eeare this an eaC-TV, shied broke into their nonday night eovie with a bit that includee some reruns ane mew footage of the eat. state 	things like that. ;iris i the first such police aneeunceeent teat comes to mine that was proper, with regard for the rights of the accused. 
Ila appreciate what you paper carries on tais in the early days, includne the eeeekee, if it is not toe such treable, aae the little interest i have, for I can't cover as much as i'm ieto, ie the as assin and the leaIls work. I'm the ,rong guy to tell they don't knee their business. i lived with them on a job for gour months. Take then out of politics anti they are pros. If never was caraful always to avouch selection from the top shire of eraduatine classes, he also avoidea the bottom third and their training is at least adequate. They are not the eorld's best, but they know straight crime work ok. and on Bremer, the seiliag assassin, whose mental it Ines.. would seem to be obvious, I am interested in anything showine his interests. ene of the things that has repeateditself regularly without beine nailed down is interest in the occult and strange groups. acme: of this was in season, etc. I'u be interested if this seemingly sick elan was under such influence. 
What you said of your man's finding school records, including W-2s as late as he was there was duplicated on the WI` a' footage. They sure grabbed this kind of etufa with everyone else. (ain't understand why they left it or anything else. 
Provocatively, an ueprofessional weapon was again used. end the shooting was as close to incompetent as it could be. If aellace dies or is pet manently paralyzed, remember, even auby, who also eau not kileed earlier, made it in a single shot. If I think the police and aS can't be faulted for pxmautI failing to prevent, or in failing to halt all but the first shot as they die with auby, I do think that anyone have a clear first shot from lees than touching distance, if he knew what he was ue to, would have needed no eore. The aLS footage is distinct on the allots. They are evenly-spaced and rapid, so the crabbing of the arm at most daelected, and it may oe ac. zed tragedy that the deflected arm caused the major wound. Ave shots were clear, as I counted them, but the reruns may be more dept ndable. 
anyway, there are some pretty fair judges on the Federal bench in aaltimore. This is where the feeeral anraeee will be tried. Ike prosecutor's office leaves much to he desired. i've had some experience with it. nest, he 



1st add, Wallace, 5/16/72 

Because I knew Lawrence Pierce hod shot good footage, I look at the entire UnS-TV 
a.m. news, almost all on nallace, ()laming with a 22-minute recap axis by axis large 000d 
electronic journalism, despite the traditional shrink and the Oswald cooparison. 6n the 
way to voting 1 listened to inde radio all-news WAVA. They had only half-sourly stuff, 
and on the way each, at 8:30, they had a few quotes fro_ the notebooks to o.hich your oan 
had referred, comparison oitn sirban's. One word was unclear, nail the oifnoroace cam be 

vast. The line began "ny country tin of thee, sweet land of" an then it.was Unclear 
to me whetheo tnG final word was "bigotry" or "pigotry". 

nano which showed father ana brother, gave spelling as "brewer", whereas State ilolice 
spelled out with two "ma" from license, if both accurate another lead for onrinks. 

UBn had one, abrabamsen (right), ncandanavian accent. he departed from norm to blame 
the faults of an inadequate society for the flaws in people, isolating as causes of personal 
insecurity such things an a lack of complete medical protection. When hart asked hio if he 
were not condemning society, A at first started to hedge byt finally acialc,dedoe he was. 
However, his professional opinion was. soodered on each scanty knowledge he was a third 
wrong on the age of the accused. 

host interesting to me was the opening segment, which featured one of the surgeons, 
a Dr. Joseph Sham), whose itemized the wounds, more than had been noted at first and 
specifically including at least two the examinaing doctor at the scene said he had looked 
for and not found. There were, he said, five wounds (and three others also were wounded, 
so tnere were a total of at least 8 wounds). He said he could not be certain whather four 
or five bullets caused these wounds. With arm wgaits, it would depend on the position of 
the arm at the time of shooting whether one or xxxot of the wounds to the torso were or 
could have been aused by a bullet first hitting the arm or shoulder. The latter was 
described as a grazing wound, and one could conjecture it caused the neck nomad to the 
SS agent. (lie is quite clear in 2iercei o gootage when, as it was aired, it is blown up.) 
hitting the shoulder would not likely have doflootod it downward but could have in other 
directions. Or, not at all. Ae do not know enough, or I do not, about the other two 
injuries to conjecture. ao details have been broadcast acout them that - have heard, except 
for the description as minor. haven't looked at the papers yet. ',vocally, moot )0;;0 1, 
only other major story incredible record of a drunkcn driver in smashing cars ens people, 
one killed, heart of downtwon.) 

from the record at our polling place, whore we have 1,500 rooiotaroa, advance oreeictions 
are quite wrong. This is the first time we did not have to wait, even in 4 primary. always we 
gut there when it opens, 7 a.m., and then have to wait and there io always a line when we 
leave. Today there were no voters there (two machines), we oalked in anu out. While Lil 
was voting i talked to officials. Only c0000nt one she solicited, k. ()wino the voter comes 
from Ala noun is anti-Wallace). Only 2,Q. had voted in the 80 minutes prior to us, aao this 
is Wallace country. aside, the Wallace followers here are also those with all the anti-gun 
law car stickers, like Aegister Goa:waists, Not Guns. This is a big deal hereabouts, but 
the inconsistency is that these same nuts complained to the police when I started wearing 
my Savage automatic (collector's item) after being set upon repeatedly by their dogs. 

WAVAIs play was cool, bejnraing at 6 a.m. Nothing between balf-hourlies until, poo.ibly, 
8:30, aoo :.hat a hoard then may have been end that half-hourly wrapup. 

OBS could not have made less reference to the EDI, which is strange. And no quotes. 
Aired local prosecutor, straight stuff and nothing prejudicial. They also had more on 
students (nix on notebooks, not even reference), including ref to Oonfed. flags in plural. 
Your man reported, as I recall, the FBI's taking of one. By the titan the pix aired this a.m. 
were shot (and they had night shots of the outside of the bldg., so 1 presume this is not 
the AISN footage it all) stuff inside had been moved and they uood tight shots. The top one 

the two manuals is a standard, "gun Digest". One of most common. Lependable lit. ntudent 
quoted as saying box bullets in closet, not as ';IJN showed, on table. Probably confirmation 
in what 4. noted earlier, the posing of two bullets on the table. ny the tine these shots 
were sane, the 2BI still had not collected the bullets, for they Were not only visible but 
one shot was posed ,kith a bullet between thumb and finger. adieu point here: where there 
may not now be any reao,n to suspect conspiracy, one of the possible clues to any ;iould be 
prints on the bullets, which do take and hold them. Apparently a rather large collection of 
school records were there, for one student wars quoted in comment: poorer oarks in lower 
grades, i,proving as he went hither, finally mostly as an._ Bs. 



lst add-2 

- `onspicuouely missing wa any mention or shot of hie car. They had his wallet and 
driver's license, no they had to have had his registration, I woulu ere.:,ume. If it were 
in the ear, as cone states require, I think, how many Wisconcin cars could there be in 
a suburban Ld. shoeeing center? how long would it have taken to look? Don't know why, 
except to repeat, this is not the 2BI I know, nor the police. Aside: the jail to ehich he 
was taken is not federal, not in the county in •.hich the crime was comitted, but to the 
one in the county I mentioned to you no having an alert intelligence unit in its police 
dept., with a real expert on the radical right with whom i've worked. 

The apt shots incleled something I could not make out pith the word "JeK" in it. 
Toward the end wae a sequence of interview with Reporter David Dick ane Cameraman 

Laurence, both of whom has covered Wallace and both of whom had noted suspect earlier and 
they think repeatedly. fierce, having noted him, went up to him to interview at this 
shoseing center. It appears to be his picture that WTOP-TV used as a still, as 1 reported 
to you yesterday. In thatssequence, full face, head on. In the sequence in which he went 
up to him, left orofile, both instances that frozen smile. But when Pierce got to him, he 
wouldn't talk. eaLsee away. Dick, having notice him at eaelier rallies, and he thinks 
before those in hid., was going to interview a typical member of the audience until he 
aimed up to this guytat Wheaton, I think) anu found him so loaded with Wallace adorn-
meats but decided he was not only a Wallace worked but so pro-Wallace he was unsuited 
for a selection as a fair representation. Incsdently, I would think that if the agents 
noted him at the various rallies, they might have assumed he was a 4ellace worker and 
have been without suspicion, for which no suspicion need attach to them. 

The doctor saia the shots came from the front and to the right. The unenlarged 
pictures I saw last evening, 1 am pretty sure show a puff of smoke to the right of W's 
back. Or, not where the shots originated. At the bei4a.ain4;;, the assasilant seems clearly 
to 'dellacel o right, seen from what was Wallace's back, but so much is croesed in the 
enlarging that the only thing of which I an reasonably certain is that he does move 
forward, that in, to Wallace's left, and the pistol is held and seen while he is stile 
to Wallace's right. So, the doctors' report in consistent with the OBS pix, to the degree 
I can be certain, bet possibly not with the puff of sasses  

I have had bue one call fro.. the Tess to date, this a.m., from a friend on The 
national Enquirer. I'm glad we spent so much time keeping my phone bury met nieht, for 
I think conjecture at -Lis point can do no seed one that the only thing that occurs to 
no would be taken as inaperopriate. This is the harvesting of the wind. The bible put it 
well with living by the sword. Despite his quieter methods, this is the aposjae of violence. 
His every word inspires no, no matter how much he has sought to muffle them. how can one 
say anythine honest when the ,an has been so severely injures, as shun one is so opeased 
to all violence, particularly assassinations? 

Glanced at first page fest, bulldog, press tine unkalown, but -dth a quote of an 
announcement made close to 8 p.m. It had Bremer.* ident. and little elite. Haven't seen 
jump on thi_ or other stories. doubt they could have had story from 'Ilwatikee. sny of 
these you czy see could interest me. Post, by the way, adds to the reported red-white-
blue shirt sinilar sox, and he ain't Abbie Hoffman! and between km where earlier reported 
as planted with Wallace stuff and scene, if not as I think also wheaten, hu got rid of all 
but one think, a left-lapelled large button. Wheaton is west ane a little south of sauna, 
perhaps 30 miles separating them. .saurle is between DU and Balt., perhaps half way. Wheaton 
is north of DO, on Connecticut Ave. extended and still called that. There wan more con-
fusion on hospitals that radio reported, but understandably. and it seems ode that the 
beating of Procurer coule be sttributee to crowds when he seemed to have been siezed 
by police and surrounded. UbS shots show a bare left arm erabbieg his hand. Itgrabber) had 
a wristwatch and the dorsal side wan to the camera. If cop, plain-clothed and clearly 
abreast Bremer or he'd have uocd right hand. Don't think lefties wear watch that wrist. 

HW 


